
ONE YEAR, ONE NIGHT

BY ISAKI LACUESTA

Ramón and Isabelle, a young couple, attend a concert with two
other friends on the night of November 13, 2015, at the Bataclan
concert venue in Paris. 

During the terrorist attack, the four of them lose sight of one
another. They do not know what has happened to any of the
others, nor do they understand what is going on. Their friends stay
in the pit by the stage, surrounded by a hail of flying bullets, while
Isabelle and Ramón manage to reach the musicians' dressing
room, separately, and different times, and take refuge there for
hours until their release. By the time they get out, they are no
longer the same people. And they don't know if they will ever be
again.

In the street, along with horror, they discover that their friends
have also been lucky: they are alive, they are together, they are
not even wounded, and everything seems possible. 

But that night, which they each experienced differently, leaves a
profound mark on their lives and inflicts upon them an
unexpected identity, as victims, which they both deal with as best
they can in their own way. Isabelle pushes on, rejecting this new
identity, clinging on to her previous life, and Ramón relives the
events again and again, in an attempt to take hold of them so he
can deal with it and change his way of living up until then. 

During the year after the attack, the couple tries to get back in
sync with one another, to feel connected again as they were
before the terrible events that should not have happened to
them, and which have so unfairly made them who they are now.
They love each other, but the events of that night, and their
different experiences, will poison their relationship until it reaches
breaking point.  
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